Kaga Area

**Ataka-no-Seki**

JR Express Shirasagi: 26 min / ¥2,030
JR Hokuriku Main Line: 57 min / ¥760

Kanazawa Sta. → Shirayama-Hime Shrine

Take a Hokuriku Tetsudo train from Nomachi Stn. in Kanazawa and get down at the terminus station of Tsurugi. Transfer to a bus and get down at "Kaga otsu-no-miya" stop. A 10 minutes walk from the stop will take you to the shrine.

**Hakusan Super Rindo (Forest Road)**

This facility is a museum with a shop selling konbiniyori products. Hand-on activity is also available. Visitors can appreciate the pottery objects displayed in the 16 display rooms and enjoy shopping for porcelain objects.

**Dainichi Zakari sakagura Museum of Sake**

Grapes Gathering Plan: ¥1,300, and other plans.
Every Tuesday from December to February: 09:00 - 17:00

**Hashidate Merchant Ship Owners’ Village**

This village has some magnificent houses with red roof tiles that blend perfectly with this coastal town, reflecting the aesthetic perception of rai and stout seafarers men.

**Kaga Fruitland**

A fruit park with a large and wide area of 250,000 sq. m, where you can go fruit gathering or do barbecue.

**Dainichi Zakari sakagura Museum of Sake**

This Museum belongs to a sake brewer whose history goes back to 1760. A number of sake making tools and related documents are also displayed.

**Traditional Handicrafts Village “Yunokuni no Mori” Natadera Temple**

Mt. Hakuson is one of the “3 most sacred mountains” of Japan along with Mt. Fuji and Mt. Tottori. The natural scenery, especially coloured autumnal leaves of primeval forest at Mt. Hakuson is quite beautiful.

**Ataka-no-Seki**

Sacred Mt. Hakuson is the go-shinto or the main deity of this shrine and this shrine is also the head shrine of all the "Shirayama" shrines in Japan.

**JR Hokuriku Line Expressway Other Toll ways Hokuriku Railroad Ishikawa Line**
Yamashiro Onsen (Hot Springs) Area

Kutaniyaki Kama-ato Exhibition Hall
大谷焼窯敷展示館

This facility exhibits the excavated site of Kutani porcelain kiln from the time of Yoshidae Kins, which is considered to be the roots of modern day Kutaniyaki pottery. Visitors can also try their hands at pottery painting or potter’s wheel.

Tel: 0764-32-1020
URL: www.kamataki-or.co.jp

Hazuchio Rakudo
はずちを楽堂

Hazuchio Rakudo is located in front of Yamashiro Onsen Yakuon and the purpose of this facility is to encourage people to talk with others. It is an ideal space to take a break as it has a cafe as well as souvenir corner.

Tel: 0764-32-4170
URL: www.hozuchio.or.jp

Site of Rosanjins’ Hut “Iroha Soan”
囲炉裏山荘

Rosanjins was an artist and also a gourmet. Iroha was Rosanjins’s temporary residence and the hut has been kept in the same way as it was when Rosanjins lived there.

Tel: 0764-32-1011
URL: www.kamataki-or.co.jp/irohasoan/

Daishoji River Boat
大石寺渡し船

Daishoji River boat course is a refreshing spot and a boat ride on the gentle flowing river is an enchanting experience and a popular attraction.

Tel: 0761-32-4662
URL: www.daisaikyu.or.jp/shukuhou/6667/